WHAT IS IT?

You may be wondering. Made in Italy is not just a brand, but a worldwide recognized expression of originality, creativity, and fine craftsmanship. It is also a mindset found across the Italian peninsula, impersonalized by the *bella figura* and the *dolce vita*, or the culture of personal beauty and of living sweetly.

In early June of 2019 and for a two-week period you will be exposed to various facets that have and are contributing to creating the Made in Italy. From architecture to design, from historical site to contemporary marvels, from engineering to manufacturing, from cuisine to nature, you will experience it all.
WHERE?

Milano, Modena, Ivrea, and Torino, four cities in North Italy, plus daytrips
MILANO

world’s fashion and design capital
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“BOSCO VERTICALE”

FONDAZIONE PRADA

TOY by Philippe Starck for Driade
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BIO DIESEL by Algamoil
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world’s fashion and design capital

royalty, magic, chocolate & coffee

birthplace of Ferrari

Milano headquarters

real chiesa di san Lorenzo

real chiesa di san Lorenzo

LAVAZZA HEADQUARTERS

LINGOTTO
WHEN?

COST?
$3,000 including 3 credit hours of tuition, housing, local transportation, field trips, admission fees, international health insurance, and some group meals. Cost does not include transatlantic airfare.
THE “PROFESSORS”

Prof. Awilda Rodriguez is a School of Architecture faculty who has been involved with CEAT study abroad programs since 2016. Professor Rodriguez’s affinity with Italian culture dates back to her college years where she earned a minor in Italian at Arizona State University and gaining an understanding of the language, literature, and culture. She is fluent in Italian, and has travelled to Italy yearly for the last two decades.

Prof. Paolo Sanza, also a member of the School of Architecture faculty, is an Italian national with extensive experience in study abroad programs in Italy. His acquaintance with his home turf and of his broad connections with a cultivated network of people and organizations has made of the each trip, according to participants’ feedback, rich and memorable endeavors.
QUESTIONS?

Please direct your questions to either Professor Awilda Rodriguez [awilda@okstate.edu] or Professor Paolo Sanza [paolo.sanza@okstate.edu]. Check also for upcoming CEAT Atudy Abroad information sessions.